All About You
AGS Media Structures are the experts in hoarding, site screening,
temporary platforms and support structures.
AGS Media Structures

offer screening, hoarding,
temporary structures and
platforms to everyone from the
construction and civil
engineering industries to the
entertainment, advertising and
marketing industries.
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Hoarding and screening provides an ideal medium to
identify the contractor or as a vehicle for advertising or
marketing. It is essential in maintaining security and is
critical to the Health & Safety in and around a site.
It is not enough just to erect a hoarding and walk away,
AGS Media Structures will initially design the project ,
build and maintain all manner of hoarding and screening
using conventional materials selected to suit the situation.
AGS offer paint finish in your colours, branding, full trim,
banners and advertising. We are happy to discuss any
proposed scheme with you and offer a variety of
solutions.

AGS Media Structures design to your brief, build and
maintain hoarding and screening using the most beneficial and appropriate materials to suit your needs. AGS can put your mind at
rest by ensuring that all of your temporary support structures and hoarding are
safely built, maintained and dismantled with your needs in mind, after all it’s -

All About You

AGS Media Structures, as our name suggests, provide screening, hoarding,
protection and access solutions for a whole array of projects from internal
fit-outs to whole redevelopments for the construction industry through to
facilities management, media and corporate events. We build hoardings,
platforms, towers and gantries with a variety of uses for example camera
crew through to theatre staging and exhibitions. We shroud and screen
scaffolding for site protection, for advertising and for marketing the gems
hidden beneath.

Construction & Civil Engineering

AGS Media Structures adopt our corporate philosophy and approach each
project with the aim to provide a cost effective design and a solution that is
fit for purpose. AGS make their systems adaptable and often exceeding the
expectations placed on them. AGS like to provide a complete integrated
services into your project. We will protect and promote your site, whether all
that you require is a statutory sign board, hoarding or a whole site
promotional scheme we will help.

Demolition

Starting with a brown field site presents its own challenges. How do you
making something that may appear unsightly look presentable, show what
the site will eventually become, use the site as a sales medium, protect the
public before and during the works? By relying on AGS Media Structures to
provide the most effective solution, naturally.

Refurbishment & Restoration

Restoration and refurbishment is about execution in what can be difficult
circumstances. Protecting the site and what is on it can be awkward with,
for example, constant adaptations to hoarding. AGS aim to approach this
by using a method that really is suited for their client’s complex needs An
entire existing building provides a wonderful canvas with which to show
either what is to be or even to advertise.

AGS Media Structures

are actively involved in
maintaining the highest
standards of safety,
customer care and
service.

After all it’s...
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Marketing

Special Projects

Advertising, Marketing & Special Projects

AGS Media Structures will build platforms, towers and gantries for temporary use by a variety of media
based and other businesses. Advertising is all about us, it is everywhere we look, it could be put to good
use. If you are putting on an event or exhibition that requires staging, or have a site that may need
hoarding or your client wants their logo 15m high on the face of the structure, AGS Media Structures have
the solution for you, after all it’s - All About You.
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